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CONTENT
The city of Florence is both an art form in itself and an 
open-air museum. The one hundred and forty photographs 
in Florence illustrate the beauty of this ancient city and 
provide a complete picture of its artistic treasures. The 
text by historian Mario Scalini provides insight into each 
work and contextualizes it within the story of the artists 
and their relationship to their patrons. Florence is a book 
you will return to again and again to delight in the beauty 
of the city and the majesty of its art.

AUTHORS
Paolo Marton had his fi rst success in 1983 when he 
published Roma, magia nei secoli, a work wich won a 
highly-coveted italian award, the Premio Letterario Tevere. 
Specializing in the photography of works of art and 
architecture,  over the years Paolo Marton has completed 
with great patience and dedication the following 
magnifi cent volumes: Civiltà delle Ville Venete, I Palazzi 
Veneziani and Verona.

Mario Scalini received his degree in History of Art at the 
University of Florence and continued his studies at the 
Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte in Munich. He has 
worked at the Stibbert Museum and he has been inspector 
at the Superintendency of the Artistic and Historical 
Heritage in Florence. His publications include: L’arte italiana 
del bronzo and Capolavori a sbalzo per i Medici, Cellini ed 
altri maestri as well as essays on jousts and tournaments 
during the Quattrocento.
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